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Introduction
On your mark, get set, BLOW! If you are looking for a top quality site that focuses on oral content and
isn't too serious about itself then BlowJobRaces is the site for you.

Adult Review
Unlike most oral sites available these days BlowJobRaces does a great job of remembering that oral sex is supposed to be
fun. The site uses a racing theme and actually posts the finishing time for each oral performer.
  
  Hi-Res image sets and a variety of video formats from dial-up friendly to fantastic 720x480 are available for each update
and lengthy scenes are offered in segments so your download time is much shorter than most of the winning times these girls
clock in with.
  
  Scenes consist of quick interviews and move on to oral escapades from start to finish. The site doesn't mix in too many other
activities which normally would make the content seem repetitive but in the format used by BJR it actually allows the viewer
to judge each contestant fairly.
  
  Blowjobraces uses several different male amatures and a different female contestant each week. The females range from
amatures performing for the very first (and possibly last) time anywhere to the top well known starlets of the adult industry.
One of the site's greatest attractions is the ability it gives viewers to compare the talents of a girl next door to a seasoned smut
veteran.... and if subjective analysis doesn't do it for you there are always the recorded finishing times to help declare the
objective winner.
  
  Also included free of charge with your membership to BJR is access to all of the other sites that are part of the
ExtremeGirlNetwork. That works out to hundreds of hours of back-catalog content and multiple quality updates each day.

Porn Summary
Let's face it. At blowjobraces nobody loses and the real winners are the spectators.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Watch how these women do when the cock is on the clock'
Quality: 85  Updates: 90 Exclusive: 100 Interface: 90
Support: 100 Unique: 90    Taste: 80        Final: 87BigWorm says 'If this dosent do it for you nothing will'
Quality: 80  Updates: 70 Exclusive: 100 Interface: 79
Support: 100 Unique: 60    Taste: 70        Final: 76

Porn Sites Included
Extreme Sophia (92) ,Spit Swappers (92) ,ExtremeAlex (86) ,SexySoloSluts (84) ,Extreme Holly (82) ,ExtremeGirlNetwork
(81) ,CumChallenge (70) 

Porn Niches
Amateur, Cum Shots, Exclusive, Oral, PornStars

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.86 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Online
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Payment, Pay By Phone
Video & Picture: Daily Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: -1
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